
Introduction 

Owing to the increased incidence and surveillance of tumors, radi-

ation therapy (RT) has become a vital component of oncological 

therapeutics [1]. RT has dramatically improved the survival and 

longevity of patients with breast and thoracic malignancy; howev-

er, collateral damage to nearby structures has led to inevitable 

complications that compromise the overall treatment yield. Radia-

tion-induced heart disease (RIHD) has gained more recognition as 

a significant source of morbidity and mortality in cancer survivors 

[2-5]. Cardiac dysfunction due to radiation comprises a spectrum 

of acute and chronic manifestations of heart disease—pericarditis, 
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cardiomyopathy, coronary artery disease (CAD), valvular heart dis-

ease (VHD), and cardiac conduction abnormalities [2]. These com-

plications could arise in patients undergoing RT for various malig-

nancies close to the heart, such as breast, lung, or esophageal can-

cer, as well as thymoma and mediastinal lymphoma [5]. 

Cardiovascular complications constitute the most common 

non-malignant cause of death amongst cancer survivors who re-

ceived RT [6]. The risk of such complications is further augmented 

by the combined contribution of chemotherapy and cardiovascular 

risk factors, including diabetes, hypertension, obesity, and dyslipid-

emia. The estimated incidence of RIHD was reported as 10%–30% 

after 5–10 years post-treatment, and it varies with the time of RT 
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and type of malignancy [6]. For example, there is a 1.7- to 2-fold 

increase in cardiovascular mortality amongst radiated patients, and 

the risk further increases to 7.2-fold in those who received radia-

tion before the 1970s [7]. In addition, the incidence of RIHD is 

higher in lymphoma patients as compared to breast cancer pa-

tients, approaching 49.5%–54.5%, with a variable incidence of 

each subtype of heart disease within each cancer population 

(0.5%–37% for breast cancer patients vs. 11%–31% for lymphoma 

patients) [8]. The morbidity of RIHD in other thoracic cancers is 

poorly reflected by short survival and poor follow-up time. Accord-

ing to a meta-analysis, RT for lung cancer increases the risk for 

cardiac-specific mortality by nearly 30%. A higher mean heart dose 

(MHD) of ≥5 Gy and 30 Gy and the irradiated heart volume were 

risk factors for the development of RIHD [9]. As a result, RIHD has 

been a major limiting factor to consider when deciding on radia-

tion doses, thereby compromising the efficacy of RT for thoracic 

tumors [10,11]. 

Jacob et al. [12] suggested that the MHD is insufficient to pre-

dict the individual patient dose to the left ventricle (LV) and coro-

nary arteries, especially the left anterior descending artery (LAD). 

They further suggested that it would be necessary to contemplate 

the distribution of doses within these cardiac substructures, rather 

than just the MHD, to generate precise RT-induced cardiotoxicity 

studies. Vivekanandan et al. [13] assessed the association between 

all-cause death rate, cardiac radiation doses, and electrocardio-

graphic changes in 78 patients with locally advanced non-small 

cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treated in the IDEAL-CRT (a trial of iso-

toxically escalated concurrent chemoradiation delivering tumor 

doses of 63–73 Gy), and they found that conduction or ischemic/

pericarditis-like changes on electrocardiogram (ECG) at 6 months 

as well as receiving higher heart or left atrial wall volumes of 63–

69 Gy were associated with higher mortality. 

The current understanding of RIHD is based on data from cancer 

survivors who had received RT almost three decades ago, wherein 

the techniques were less advanced with a broad area of exposure 

and higher radiation dose [14]. However, current advances in radio-

therapeutic technology have reduced the morbidity of RIHD, yet 

the risk is not eliminated [15,16]. Therefore, surveillance and 

screening programs utilizing different cardiac imaging modalities 

have been suggested by the expert consensus guidelines from the 

European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) and the 

American Society of Echocardiography (ASE). The present review 

article summarizes the common classification and risk factors of 

RIHD and further outlines the currently suggested approach for 

screening, diagnosis, management, and prevention. 

Common Cardiovascular Manifestations of 
RIHD 

1. Pericardial disease 
Pericardial disease is the most common manifestation of RIHD. It 

can be divided into early disease, which occurs within days to 

months post-RT manifesting as acute or exudative pericarditis, and 

late disease, which may develop months to years later and includes 

chronic, fibrinous, and constrictive pericarditis [17,18]. The inci-

dence of pericardial disease in patients who received mediastinal 

radiation is estimated at around 70%, and constrictive pericarditis 

is observed in up to 20% of patients within 2 years following irra-

diation [6,19]. However, this risk has been significantly reduced in 

the last decades to 6%–10%, yet it remains the most common 

complication of RIHD [8,20-22]. The risk of pericardial disease cor-

relates positively with the radiation dose, with a 5-fold increase in 

risk with every 10 Gy rise in radiation dose [8,23]. A study showed 

that 21% of patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma who received radi-

ation doses >35 Gy developed pericardial thickening. In addition, 

36% of patients with esophageal cancer who received a dose of 

1.8–2.0 Gy per day for 6 weeks developed pericardial effusion [18]. 

Therefore, dose-volume metrics from the whole heart are frequent-

ly incorporated in RT planning and predicting the risk of pericardial 

disease. However, a recent study by Niedzielski et al. [24] developed 

a net logistical regression model that considered cardiac substruc-

ture dose in predicting pericardial effusion in patients with NSCLC. 

Results showed that incorporating cardiac substructure dose to 

whole heart dose toxicity models had superior predictive perfor-

mance. Left atrium (LA) dose was the most recurring predictor of 

higher-performing models. 

Echocardiography is considered the first line in evaluating pa-

tients with radiation-induced pericardial disease, and it can detect 

pericardial thickening, surrounding effusions, and hemodynamic 

effects of constrictive pericarditis and pericardial tamponade [7]. 

Cardiac computerized tomography (CT) and cardiac magnetic reso-

nance (CMR) can also be complementary methods for further de-

lineating inflammation, edema, and fibrosis [6]. Standard manage-

ment is similar to other forms of pericarditis. Diuretics are used for 

symptomatic constrictive pericarditis, with pericardiectomy being 

the definitive management. Those patients had the worst outcome 

amongst all other causes of constrictive pericarditis, with a 5-year 

survival rate reaching only 12% [19]. 

2. Valvular heart disease 
RT has also been linked to VHD. Chest radiation leads to activation 

of fibroblasts and release of fibroblast growth factor, which leads 

to fibrosis, with or without calcification [25]. Damage is not limited 
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to the cusps only but extends to the valvular annulus, supra- and 

sub-valvular apparatus, making valvular repair more challenging 

[18]. Radiation-induced VHD (RIVHD) is observed in nearly 81% of 

cancer survivors [26]. The incubation period varies, with the inci-

dence of 26% at 10 years rising to 60% at 20 years [19]. Therefore, 

all patients who received mediastinal RT should have echocardiog-

raphy after 10 years, with different follow-up intervals depending 

on valve pathology [25]. The incidence remains higher in patients 

who received mediastinal radiation for Hodgkin’s lymphoma (2%–

37%) compared to breast cancer (0.2%–4.2%), this difference and 

variation in the incidence between studies may be related to dif-

ferences in study design controls and inherent bias, in addition to 

the limited number of studies that looked into RIVHD among pa-

tients with breast cancer [25]. In addition, there is a stepwise in-

crease in the risk of RIVHD with radiation doses >30 Gy [8,25,27]. 

Furthermore, the incidence was higher in patients with left breast 

cancer (LBC) as compared to right breast cancer (RBC) [22]. 

Left-sided valves are usually more affected, with the most common 

abnormality being aortic regurgitation, followed by mitral regurgi-

tation. Aortic stenosis, as well as tricuspid and pulmonary regurgi-

tation, are less common but reported manifestations of RIVHD 

[7,18,28]. Similar to pericardial disease, prediction models have 

utilized cardiac substructure exposure percentage and dose to pre-

dict the occurrence of valvular disease. Cella et al. [29,30] showed 

that the risk of mitral and aortic valve disease increased if a larger 

volume of the LA and LV received doses >25–30 Gy. Echocardiog-

raphy remains the cornerstone of diagnosis for its ability to detect 

anatomical and functional changes in the valves and their effect 

on the ventricles [7,25]. With disease progression, patients may re-

quire interventional or surgical valve replacement. The standardized 

incidence ratio for valve surgery compared with an age-matched 

and sex-matched normal population was 9.2 (95% confidence in-

terval, 8.1–10.3) [25]. However, rates of mortality and adverse 

events were higher following both interventional and surgical valve 

replacement in patients with RIVHD than in controls [19,31-33]. 

3. Conduction system abnormalities 
The development of conduction abnormalities is a rare complica-

tion of thoracic radiation, mediated by direct radiation-induced in-

flammatory or ischemic insults, leading to fibrosis. An overall inci-

dence rate of 4%–5% of conduction disturbances was reported, 

and 75% of long-term cancer survivors with mediastinal radiation 

were found to have an ECG abnormality [18,19]. These abnormali-

ties usually appear within 2 months of completing RT and involve 

any of the structures of the cardiac electrical system [8,34]. The 

most common manifestation is infranodal and right bundle branch 

block, likely due to its anterior location and direct susceptibly to 

radiation [18]. However, sinoatrial node dysfunction has also been 

reported after stereotactic ablative RT (SABR). A retrospective 

study, which analyzed 13 patients who received thoracic SABR for 

early-stage lung cancer, found that one patient developed symp-

tomatic sick sinus syndrome mandating pacemaker  

placement at 6 months of therapy, with her age (83 years) and 

mean sinoatrial node radiation dose of 40 Gy reported as the 

third-highest amongst her cohort [35]. Radiation was also associ-

ated with a higher prevalence of prolonged QTc, supraventricular 

premature complexes, and ventricular tachycardia, particularly in 

children and young adults [36]. About 70% of radiation-related 

ECG abnormalities are reversible after six months of RT. However, 

high-grade AV blocks causing complete heart block and permanent 

pacemaker implantation were also reported [8,36,37]. The effect of 

cardiac substructure dosimetry on the incidence of late arrhyth-

mias was also studied by Bates et al. [38] showing that a mean ra-

diation dose >10 Gy to the whole heart was associated with an 

increased risk of arrhythmias. Interestingly, a low RT dose (5–9.9 

Gy) to the right coronary artery (RCA) specifically increased the de-

velopment of cardiac arrhythmias. Radiation-induced arrhythmias 

are usually handled similar to their traditional counterparts, with 

ECG and ambulatory Holter monitoring for detection and diagnosis. 

Pacemakers and defibrillators are inserted when indicated, in which 

a subpectoral approach can be considered in cases of extensive cu-

taneous fibrosis [19]. 

4. Cardiomyopathy 
Cardiomyopathy and heart failure (HF) are other potential compli-

cations of chest radiation. Acute myocardial toxic effects of RT, 

mediated by inflammation, myocardial dysfunction, and repolariza-

tion abnormalities, are rare [7]. The clinical manifestations of 

RT-related cardiac fibrosis present late with an incubation period 

of around 10 years, particularly in those exposed to >30 Gy, ulti-

mately leading to symptoms of HF [19,39]. The estimated preva-

lence of radiation-induced cardiomyopathy in literature is >10%, 

with an increased incidence of HF compared to the general popu-

lation (SIR of 4.9 with 25.6 excess cases per 10,000 patients/year) 

[18,19]. In addition, a radiation dose-response relationship has 

been reported in a recent study, with higher HF rates with in-

creased mean left ventricular dose (MLVD); relative to 0 Gy, HF 

rates following MVLD of 1–15, 16–20, 21–25, and ≥26 Gy were 

1.27, 1.65, 3.84, and 4.39, respectively (ptrend <  0.001) [40]. 

The definition of HF is universally agreed as a clinical syndrome 

with a set of signs and symptoms of poor perfusion and cardiac 

output, secondary to structural or functional impairment in cardiac 

function [41]. These changes are further classified by ejection frac-

tion (EF) as heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF; 
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EF ≥50%), heart failure with mildly reduced ejection fraction 

(HFmrEF; EF: 41-49%), and heart failure with reduced ejection 

fraction (HFrEF; EF≤40%) [42]. Although HF in patients with prior 

RT could be multifactorial (constrictive pericarditis, hypertrophy 

from valvular disease, ischemic heart disease), it predominantly 

causes restrictive cardiomyopathy with diastolic dysfunction and 

fibrosis [18,19,41]. The most common echocardiographic findings 

were regional wall-motion abnormalities (often inferior in loca-

tion), mild global LV hypokinesia, depressed LV systolic function, 

impaired myocardial relaxation, and diastolic dysfunction [6]. The 

right ventricle was more affected than the LV, likely secondary to 

its anterior location [19]. 

Diastolic dysfunction has been more widely reported and linked 

to RT than systolic dysfunction. In a study of survivors of Hodgkin’s 

lymphoma who received >35 Gy mediastinal radiation, 14% had 

evidence of diastolic dysfunction on echocardiography [43]. In ad-

dition, a recent case-control study of females with HF who received 

RT for breast cancer, found that 64% of HF cases had HFpEF (EF 

>50%), and 89% had EF >40% [44]. This is likely explained by the 

underlying pathophysiologic process of RT-mediated myocardial 

toxicity. Since cardiomyocytes are non-proliferating cells, they are 

resistant to radiation effects. However, the rapidly proliferating en-

dothelial cells are more prone, leading to microvascular endothelial 

damage, oxidative stress, myocardial inflammation, and fibrosis. 

Those microvascular changes are shared with co-morbidity-driven 

myocardial effects identified as the key factor in the pathophysiol-

ogy of HFpEF, while cardiomyocyte death secondary to infarction 

or other factors is the major insult in HFrEF [45,46]. 

EF has been conventionally used as a surrogate and predictor of 

late myocardial radiotoxicity [6,7]. However, two significant issues 

accompanied this practice. First, the definition of cancer thera-

py-related cardiac dysfunction is not well-established, with differ-

ent studies using variable arbitrary cutoffs and percentages of de-

cline in EF. It may include an EF decline of >20% (EF units), a de-

crease of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) by >10 points to 

<55%, or a drop of LVEF <45% [6,45]. Therefore, LVEF-based 

definitions lack reproducibility and do not address many patients 

with HFpEF. Second, LVEF can be insensitive in detecting early signs 

of radiotoxic myocardial damage. Hence, its value in predicting late 

cardiotoxicity is debatable [6]. Therefore, other methods have been 

proposed, such as two-dimensional speckle tracking echocardiog-

raphy (2D-STE) [7]. A 2D-STE aims to analyze strain patterns in 

three different dimensions of contractility (longitudinal, circumfer-

ential, and radial) and measure strain rates (SR) during systole 

(SRs), early (SRe), and late (SRa) diastole. Its principal value is de-

tecting systolic and diastolic myocardial dysfunction when EF re-

mains normal [47,48]. 

Standard medical therapy is used similarly for HF symptoms aris-

ing from radiation, utilizing beta-blockers, angiotensin-converting 

enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs), and diuretics; however, data about the 

role of standard HF medical therapy among RT recipients are 

scarce. Heart transplant is an option for end-stage cardiac dys-

function with a lower post-transplant 5-year survival rate com-

pared to other causes of cardiomyopathy, imposing a higher opera-

tive risk in radiated patients [19]. 

5. Coronary artery disease 
CAD is one of the common manifestations of RIHD, presenting in 

the form of stable angina, acute coronary syndrome, ischemic car-

diomyopathy, and HF [8]. Clinical studies have shown an estimated 

incidence of CAD of up to 85% [19]. A large population study 

showed that the rate of coronary events increases by 7.4% for ev-

ery 1 Gy increase in MHD, with damage starting within 5 years and 

extending up to 20 years of exposure [49]. The damage is triggered 

by endothelial injury leading to oxidative stress and proinflamma-

tory and prothrombotic states, which cause intimal thickening and 

accelerated atherosclerosis and stenosis [19,50]. The arterial nar-

rowing is mainly seen in the ostial and proximal portions of epicar-

dial vessels [19]. The distribution of coronary involvement depends 

on the chest site receiving radiation. For example, mediastinal radi-

ation is associated with LAD and RCA involvement [18]. LBC radia-

tion involves the middle and distal segments of LAD, while RBC ra-

diation involves the proximal portion of the RCA [50]. 

Multiple factors influence the radiation-mediated damage to cor-

onary vessels, including the side of radiation and the dose delivered. 

For instance, a study performed by Tagami et al. [51] showed that 

LBC patients treated with RT have a significantly higher incidence of 

coronary disease when compared with a matched group of patients 

treated for RBC. Amongst others, mean LAD radiation dose and 

MHD strongly correlated with coronary disease, with a 21% higher 

incidence of disease in the LAD per Gy when considering the mean 

LAD dose and a 95% higher incidence of disease in the LAD per Gy 

when considering the MHD. In addition, there is a linear dose-re-

sponse relationship between mean radiation dose and risk of CAD. A 

study in Hodgkin’s lymphoma patients showed a 2.5-fold increase in 

risk with mean doses of ≥20 Gy. However, recent evidence suggests 

that MHD may not accurately represent the magnitude of coronar-

ies’ exposure [50]. A study done by Jacob et al. [12] on LBC radiation 

recipients showed that despite a low MHD of <3 Gy, 56% of pa-

tients could nevertheless still be receiving LAD doses above 40 Gy. 

Furthermore, radiation doses to LAD atherosclerotic plaques have 

also been studied and found to be the strongest predictor of acute 

coronary events (ACEs) amongst patients with established athero-

sclerotic disease, even after correction for cardiovascular risk factors 
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(hazard ratio [HR] = 1.269; 95% CI, 1.090–1.477; p = 0.002). 

However, the volume of the left ventricle receiving ≥5 Gy remains 

to be an essential predictor of ACEs in patients without atheroscle-

rotic plaques in the LAD (n = 680) (HR = 1.021; 95% CI, 1.003–

1.039; p = 0.023) [52]. 

Multiple modalities contribute to the diagnosis of radiation-re-

lated CAD. Echocardiography can be utilized to detect wall motion 

abnormalities at rest yet may not be sufficient to detect induced 

ischemia [7]. Stress echocardiography has been studied, and its 

particularly high sensitivity and specificity in detecting epicardial 

vessel abnormality makes it a reliable for identifying transient 

myocardial ischemia [6]. A study performed on lymphoma patients 

who received mediastinal radiation >35 Gy utilized stress echo for 

evaluating CAD and showed a prevalence of 7.5% 15 years after 

RT. The positive predictive values for stress echocardiography were 

80% and 87% for detecting ≥70% and ≥50% coronary stenosis, 

respectively [53].  

The value of coronary calcium scoring has also been mentioned 

in the literature. A multicenter cohort study evaluated the correla-

tion between coronary artery calcium (CAC) and CAD. They found 

that CAC on breast cancer RT planning CT scan results was associ-

ated with CVD, especially CAD, particularly in CAC score >400 [54]. 

Treatment of radiation-induced CAD with common revasculariza-

tion techniques is challenging, as those patients usually have more 

complex anatomy and disease complexity, scarred and fibrotic 

grafts and higher rates of postoperative complications, such as 

poor healing, infections and bleeding, and higher mortality as com-

pared to CAD from other causes [18,19]. 

Risk Factors for RIHD 

Several radiation-related and patient-related risk factors are impli-

cated in RIHD [6,18] (Fig. 1). 

1. Radiation-related risk factors 
The irradiated heart volume is the major risk factor for the devel-

opment of RIHD [55]. Patients with breast cancer who had the 

highest doses and volumes of radiation to the heart had a threefold 

greater risk of cardiac death than those who underwent surgery 

alone after a mean follow-up of 16 years [4]. The same study has 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the risk factors for radiation-induced heart disease (RIHD).
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also shown that RT to left-sided tumors resulted in higher exposure 

to the heart than RT to right-sided tumors [4]. Radiation doses 

above 30 Gy reportedly increased RIHD by three and a half folds 

[18,56]. Some of the studies about radiation-related risk factors are 

summarized in Table 1 [47-64]. 

2. Patient-related risk factors 
Multiple patient-related factors have been found to alter the risk 

of RIHD. Studies have shown that younger patients have an in-

creased risk of RIHD [65]. Van Nimwegen et al. [66] demonstrated 

that patients younger than 25 years old, when treated for Hod-

gkin’s lymphoma, had a 4.6 to 7.6-fold higher risk of radiation-in-

duced CAD. Classic cardiovascular risk factors such as diabetes, hy-

pertension, dyslipidemia, family history of CAD, as well as estab-

lished cardiovascular disease has also been linked to a higher risk 

of RIHD [18,19]. This was also demonstrated in a recent study of 

breast cancer in the Korean population, which showed that the risk 

of ACEs and cardiac mortality were lower in healthy women. Obe-

sity was an independent risk factor for the development of cardiac 

mortality, with an increased risk of 5% in cardiac death for each 

increment of 1 kg/m2 in body mass index (BMI) [67]. The study also 

demonstrated that the 10-year mortality rate owing to the 

non-cancer origin was only 1%–2% amongst Korean breast cancer 

survivors, significantly different from their North American coun-

terparts, likely attributable to the general characteristics of the Ko-

rean breast cancer population, who generally smoke less, weigh 

less, and have fewer known risk factors for heart disease [67]. In 

addition, smoking, when added to RT, conferred a three times high-

er hazard for myocardial infarction [68]. In terms of physical activi-

ty, a study on Korean breast cancer survivors compared to the gen-

eral Korean population showed no significant difference in the risk 

of ACEs. However, in the sensitivity and subgroup analyses, breast 

cancer survivors had increased risks of ACEs if they did not exercise 

or had a disability [69]. Concurrent use of chemotherapeutic 

agents, particularly anthracyclines, also further increases the likeli-

hood of cardiac events [6,19]. 

Role of Biomarkers 

Several biomarkers, including troponin T (TnT), troponin I (TnI), and 

brain natriuretic peptide (BNP), are indicators of cardiac injury that 

have roles in the evaluation of patients post-RT [5]. High sensitivity 

TnT (hsTnT) is an indicator of myocardial damage. High sensitivity 

TnT was elevated in 21% of breast cancer patients during RT, par-

ticularly those who received higher RT doses for the whole heart 

and LV [70]. BNP has the potential to serve as a marker for predict-

ing cardiac events after RT [71]. The BNP levels were elevated im-

mediately post-RT in patients with thoracic malignancies receiving 

chemoradiation; however, it rose over time in the patients who re-

ceived RT only [72]. Overexpression of insulin-like growth factor 1 

receptor β correlated with a decrease in overall survival, and there-

fore it has the potential to be considered a biomarker of radiation 

resistance [73]. 

Xu et al. [74], in their study, stated that elevation of hsTnT during 

chemoradiation therapy was radiation heart dose-dependent and 

was associated with cardiac adverse events and mortality. They 

Table 1. Summary of study findings related to radiation-related risk factors

Study Study findings
Chung et al. [57] Significant MHD effect per gray for cardiac toxicity in Asian women with breast cancer.

The detrimental effect of radiation on the heart is independent of other cardiac risk factors.
Atkins et al. [58] Optimal cardiac dose constraints may differ based on preexisting coronary heart disease.

Left anterior descending coronary artery volume receiving 15 Gy greater than or equal to 10% is an independent estimator of the 
probability of major adverse cardiac events and all-cause mortality, particularly in patients without coronary heart disease.

Left ventricle volume receiving 15 Gy greater than or equal to 1% is associated with an increased risk of major adverse cardiac 
events among patients with coronary heart disease.

Jang et al. [59] A high left ventricle radiation dose could raise adverse cardiovascular events in patients with stage III NSCLC and increased  
cardiovascular risk.

Pre-treatment evaluation of cardiac risk and individualized surveillance may help prevent cardiac events post-chemoradiotherapy.
Morris et al. [60] Deep learning poses extensive efficiency and accuracy gains for cardiac substructure segmentation, offering the increased  

potential for rapid implementation into radiation therapy planning for improved cardiac sparing.
Clasen et al. [61] Modest subclinical changes in cardiac function measures were seen in the short term with use of modern radiation planning 

techniques.
Atkins et al. [62] Cardiac radiation dose exposure is a cardiac risk factor for major adverse cardiac events and all-cause mortality in advanced  

NSCLC.
Early recognition of cardiovascular events along with their treatment and more stringent avoidance of increased cardiac  

radiotherapy dose is required.

MHD, mean heart dose; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer.
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further suggested that routine monitoring of hsTnT could help 

identify patients who are at high risk of chemoradiation-induced 

cardiac adverse events at an earlier stage to guide modifications of 

cancer treatment and possible interventions, thereby mitigating 

cardiotoxicity. 

Screening and Surveillance after Chest 
Radiation Therapy: The Expert Consensus 

Little is known about the overall prevalence of pre-clinical RIHD 

and whether early screening would benefit asymptomatic patients. 

However, due to the disease burden, close follow-up and monitor-

ing for signs and symptoms are warranted by the current guide-

lines. Consensus guidelines from the EACVI and ASE, published in 

2013, propose a screening and follow-up algorithm for patients re-

ceiving chest radiation [6]. Those are the most established surveil-

lance guidelines up to date. In addition, The American and Europe-

an Society of Medical Oncology have also issued guidelines for the 

prevention, diagnosis, and management of cardiovascular disease 

associated with cancer therapy [75]. 

All guidelines recommend aggressive screening and management 

of cardiovascular risk factors in patients receiving chest radiation; 

this includes initial identification of risk factors, a comprehensive 

clinical exam, and a baseline transthoracic echocardiography. Fol-

lowing the initiation of RT, patients are to be monitored yearly with 

history and clinical exams. Any development of new symptoms 

(dyspnea, paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea, orthopnea, angina, synco-

pe, palpitations) or exam findings such as new murmur warrants 

further investigation using echocardiography, CT coronary, or CMR. 

Asymptomatic patients are screened based on their baseline risk 

factors (Fig. 2). Those who have no risk factors are screened with 

transthoracic echocardiography ten years after RT exposure. If no 

abnormalities are detected, reassessment occurs every 5 years. 

However, patients who possess a set of risk factors receive screening 

echocardiography 5 years post-exposure. In addition, due to the in-

creased risk of coronary involvement in this population, non-inva-

sive stress testing is recommended at 5 years. Stress echocardiogra-

phy and stress MRI have higher specificity than stress ECG and are 

generally preferred. Revaluation can happen at a 5-year interval if 

the initial assessment is normal. Fig. 2 provides an algorithmic rep-

resentation of the above recommendations. The role of cardiac CT 

and CMR in screening is yet to be identified. As of now, they serve 

as complementary imaging modalities for further identification of 

abnormalities detected on echocardiography or for preoperative 

cardiac evaluation [6,19]. 

Extensive prospective studies are further required to understand 

the mechanisms behind RIHD further and confirm the clinical utility 

of non-invasive imaging and dose-volume analysis in predicting the 

risk and magnitude of the disease. The RACCOON (Radiotherapy for 

Thoracic and Breast Cancer and the Related Cardiotoxicity Follow-

ing Treatment; ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04674501) trial is a 

promising ongoing Korean prospective observational study that fur-

ther explores the above targets in a wide range of malignancy pa-

tients who will receive chest RT, to report outcomes of cardiotoxicity 

rate, overall survival, and cancer-specific survival rates. 

Diagnostic Approach and Management 

vThe diagnostic approach to RIHD depends on the presenting signs 

and symptoms and suspected disease. A brief description of diag-

nostic modalities was mentioned above in corresponding sections 

of different cardiac manifestations. Clinicians will have to use 

available techniques of echocardiography, CT, CMR, or SPECT scan 

for the appropriate clinical indication. Echocardiography is a 

non-invasive first-line imaging modality for most cardiac manifes-

tations, including pericardial disease, myocardial dysfunction, and 

VHD. Echocardiography is helpful in detecting and serial monitor-

ing pericardial effusion and constrictive pericarditis, yet CT and 

CMR are more specific in detecting certain anatomical abnormali-

ties such as thickenings and calcifications. In addition, echocardi-

ography provides an assessment of LV systolic and diastolic func-

tion, and 2D speckle tracking assesses strain patterns, all of which 

reflect myocardial function. CMR can provide an advanced evalua-

tion in cases of a poor echocardiographic acoustic window and for 

detecting myocardial fibrosis. For coronary artery disease, echocar-

diography can assess the presence of wall motion abnormalities, 

yet image-based stress testing has a higher specificity for detecting 

anomalies, followed by appropriate CT coronary if needed [6,7,76]. 

In terms of management, the current approach follows the same 

treatment options for non-RIHD, whether medical or surgical. The 

clinical spectrum and recommended management strategies of 

RIHD are described in Fig. 3. A recent review of the American and 

European Cardio-Oncology guidelines has proposed protocols and 

management algorithms for chemotherapy-induced cardiac toxici-

ty depending on the developed complications. These include proto-

cols for hypertension, systolic dysfunction and HF, atrial fibrillation, 

QT prolongation, and myocarditis [75]. Those protocols incorporate 

imaging modalities and biomarkers with suggested follow-up in-

tervals and target cutoff for action. Those algorithms may serve as 

a guide for radiation-induced heart toxicity under the umbrella of 

cancer therapy-induced cardiac damage. As a general summary of 

surgical management outcomes, transcatheter aortic valve replace-

ment has been shown to have less than 30 days of mortality com-

pared to surgical aortic valve replacement valvular disease, coro-
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nary artery bypass graft surgery, and percutaneous coronary inter-

vention had similar overall revascularization outcomes. Moreover, 

pericardiectomy has low 5-year survival rates. In general, if surgery 

is planned, an assessment of calcifications of thoracic vessels (tho-

racic aorta, internal mammary artery [IMA]), pulmonary function, 

and other cardiac comorbidities is required [19]. 

Preventive Pharmacologic Therapies in 
RIHD 

Currently, there is no absolute modality to prevent radiation 

over-exposure to the heart primarily; however, advancements in RT 

technologies have lowered exposure of normal healthy tissue near 

the targeted tumor in the past few years. 

Various technologies have been applied in clinical practice to re-

duce radiation dose and volume received by the heart, including 

deep inspiratory breath-hold (DIBH), three-dimensional conformal 

RT, intensity-modulated RT, 4D-CT, partial breast irradiation, and 

volumetric arc therapy [8,77-79]. Continuous positive airway pres-

sure, a novel method to avoid heat exposure, has resulted in rea-

sonably low irradiation to the heart [80]. 

In addition, high-dose radiation exposure to the LV can be pre-

cluded by a variety of heart-sparing radiation techniques like Cer-

robend blocking or multileaf collimator (MLC), breath-hold, prone 

positioning, or deep inspiration [81]. With the help of modern RT 

technologies and a lower fraction of radiation therapy, the inci-

dence of acute pericarditis and myocarditis has become less [18]. 

Furthermore, numerous radioprotectors that rely on selective 

uptake by normal organ tissues have been developed, with short 

and long-acting protectors successfully being utilized in modern 

practice [82]. Follow-up visits by patients and specific drug treat-

ments are considered secondary preventative measures. 

Investigational studies have documented that RIHD can be pre-

vented by certain drugs, including statins, ACEIs, and anti-oxidants 

[83-85] but are in experimental stages. 

Fig. 2. Algorithmic demonstrations of screening guidelines of radiation-induced heart disease (RIHD). Adapted from the European Association 
of Cardiovascular Imaging (EACVI) and American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) guidelines, 2013. CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance; CT, 
computed tomography; CVS, cardiovascular system; DM, diabetes mellitus; HLD, hyperlipidemia; HTN, hypertension; PND, paroxysmal nocturnal 
dyspnea.
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1. Statins 
Statins exert their anti-inflammatory effects by reducing oxidative 

stress and activating adenosine 5’-monophosphate-activate pro-

tein kinase (AMPK) [86]. Cardioprotection can be attained by inhib-

iting inflammatory reactions and oxidative stress. Zhang et al. [83] 

showed that atorvastatin could decrease radiation-induced myo-

cardial fibrosis by preventing multiple inflammatory responses and 

oxidative stress pathways activation. Lovastatin has protective ef-

fects in both the acute and chronic phases through inhibition of 

NF-κB activation, ICAM expression, and miRNA expression of the 

CTGF [85]. 

Atkins et al. assessed the correlation between statin therapy and 

all-cause mortality, overall survival, and major adverse cardiac 

events (MACE) among patients with locally advanced NSCLC who 

received RT. They found that half of the statin-eligible high cardiac 

risk patients only were on statin therapy. In addition, those who 
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were on statins harbored more significant risk factors than those 

not on a statin. Therefore, the former group had higher all-cause 

mortality despite statin therapy; however, similar rates of MACE. 

Furthermore, they found that statin naïve patients who received 

radiation doses >10 Gy had higher all-cause mortality than <10 

Gy doses. This finding was not valid in patients on statin therapy, 

suggesting the need for further studies to mitigate the effect of 

statin on high cardiac risk patients who receive high radiation dos-

es [87]. 

2. Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 
ACEIs also reduce reactive oxygen species production and decrease 

oxidative stress and inflammatory mediated cardiac injury. ACEIs 

drugs can attenuate myocardial perivascular fibrosis and myocardi-

al cell apoptosis through these protective mechanisms, thus pre-

venting myocardial fibrosis and reducing cardiac diastolic dysfunc-

tion [84]. Van der Veen et al. [84] demonstrated the protective ef-

fects of captopril against RIHD. Captopril was associated with im-

provements in the breathing rate and cardiopulmonary density and 

reduced pleural and pericardial effusion and cardiac fibrosis. 

3. Anti-inflammatory and antioxidants 
The acute phase inflammatory response and oxidative stress play 

significant roles in developing RIHD; thus, anti-inflammatory and 

antioxidant drugs can have substantial cardioprotective effects. 

Colchicine, for example, has anti-inflammatory properties, which 

could be attributed to its inhibition of microtubule polymerization 

resulting in reduced platelet aggregation and its reduced expres-

sion of endothelial and leukocyte adhesion molecules. Hence col-

chicine has been proposed to protect from radiation-induced CAD 

through its anti-inflammatory and anti-coagulant properties [88]. 

A pre-clinical trial on caffeic acid phenethyl ester (CAPE) revealed 

its suppressive effect on the acute inflammatory response. 

CAPE-induced anti-oxidant properties were able to reduce gamma 

radiation-induced myocardial injury [89]. Another study by Boerma 

et al. [90] revealed that pentoxifylline could reduce endothelial 

dysfunction and prevent the downregulation of endothelial cell 

surface thrombomodulin. In combination with alpha-tocopherol, 

pentoxifylline showed a significant reduction in collagen I and III 

deposition, which was thought to occur by inhibiting intracellular 

TGF-β and CTGF expression and reducing LV diastolic pressure. Fur-

thermore, amifostine was found to have protection against RT-in-

duced cardiac fibrosis, myocardial degeneration, and vascular dam-

age [91-93]. 

Small molecule TGF-βR1 inhibitor, PW-5371, was found to re-

duce cardiopulmonary fibrosis and prevent chronic radiation-in-

duced cardiopulmonary dysfunction in mice [94]. Recombinant hu-

man neuregulin-1 (rhNRG-1β) has continuous protective properties 

against myocardial damage and preserves cardiac function by acti-

vating the ErbB2-ERK-SIRT1 signaling transduction pathway [95]. 

Natural products including melatonin, hesperidin, and curcumin 

have also been shown to decrease radiation-induced cardiac injury 

through their anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties [96]. 

Conclusion 

The increasing use of RT for cancer treatment may give rise to a 

greater risk of RIHD if suitable preventative and screening proce-

dures are not in place. RIHD represents a range of cardiac patholo-

gy, including CAD, cardiomyopathy, pericardial disease, valvular 

disease, and conduction abnormalities. Certain drugs may help 

mitigate the effects of RT and treat RIHD; however, their clinical 

application/use as radioprotectors and specific treatments to halt 

the progression of RIHD is far-fetched. Global implementation of 

guidelines and advances in RT can help in earlier detection and less 

frequent occurrence of RIHD. Ongoing research in clinical and lab 

biomarkers may assist in the risk stratification of patients at a 

higher risk of developing cardiac complications in the future. 
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